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who am i ?



platform for DJs & radio presenters
= expert, curated content

what is Mixcloud?



what is Mixcloud?



i. vision + values
do you know yours?



What?×Why?



put the “why” at the heart 
of what you do. why?

Why?

- Self motivation

- Engaging others
- team
- users
- press
- investors/

partners etc



some of our values

- Resourcefulness
- Think differently
- Think innovatively
- Spend money wisely

- Integrity
- Respect for our team, users and the wider ecosystem
- Be open and honest - especially with our users

- Passion & “keeping it real”
- Never lose sight of the “why”
- Our love of great content at the heart of everything we do

- Humility & curiosity
- Seek advice; ask questions

- Fun & fitness!
- Healthy body, healthy mind
- Fun = creative thinking, childlike curiosity



how are you different?

Mixcloud = recommendation for on-demand radio shows

radio

search

recommendation

songs

10m monthly 
unique 
visitors

123m monthly 
unique visitors

26m monthly 
unique 
visitors

19m listening 
hours

23m listening 
hours

5m listening 
hours

PODCASTS
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ii. product
5 tips for product development



1. don’t have 
an idea, solve 

a problem

make 
something 
people 
want

i made 
something 
people 
want
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2. know your customer
even better, be your customer

- build the right product.
- route to market.
- great customer service.
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3. launch early
“if you’re not embarrassed when you ship 
your first version you waited too long”
- Mat Mullenweg, founder of Wordpress



4. iterate, iterate, iterate… 
and then iterate again

learn quickly
make cheap mistakes
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5. prioritise and focus
- FACT: Time + resources are constrained - deal with it!
- Define and communicate “prioritisation criteria”
! - Stick to it (within limits)
! - Growth? Retention? Revenue?
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key challenge

marketplace:
supply vs demand
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iii. content
our strategy



current status

- >30K content partners uploading to Mixcloud

- 5K new Cloudcasts per week

- Cloudcasters include: 

- Media companies such as the BBC and the Guardian 

- Top artists/DJs such as Moby, Paul Oakenfold and Zero 7 

- Leading clubs & festivals, e.g. Fabric, Ministry of Sound 
and Bestival



uploads per month

0

4,500

9,000

13,500

18,000

Sept 09 Nov 09 Jan 10 March 10 May 10 July 10 Sept 10

1130% 
growth in 12 

months



build something they love, 
then...



• PICS OF ONIONS

• vertical expansion strategy

- focus on one vertical first

- then increase breadth

 image // rimblas on Flickr

content 
onion

1. focus on a vertical 
2. top down, bottom up

3. breadth + depth



higher volume

current breadth/tags

house/
dance

hiphop/
funk/soul indie

Laid back 
radio

comedy

NME 
Radio

DJ Vadim

Drowned 
in Soun

Erol Alkan

radio 
shows

lower volume

educa-
tion/

business

docs/
culture/

news



We <3 partnerships
- Not users but partners
- High interaction (e.g. social media, customer service)
- Ecosystem (syndication, opportunities)
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iv. audience
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first build a product and 
content they love



SEO

PPC

Affiliates

Advertising

Referral

PR

Referral



music and radio are social

social features = 
user experience + customer acquisition



traffic sources

Other
14%

Emails
5%

Direct
16%

Google
17%

Twitter
7%

Widget
12%

Facebook
29%

Mixcloud

Other
19%

Direct
40%

Google
17%

Twitter
2%

Stumbleupon
13%

Facebook
9%

8tracks



why?

•Nature of service - 
music is social 

•Features / tech

•Community 
management



1. Facebook + Twitter

Build
• Sync Mixcloud & FB/Twitter 

accounts - automatically 
post Cloudcasts to FB stream

Track

• 3K automated FB embeds per 
week
• Each post drives approx 2 

visits to Mixcloud
• Mixcloud is mentioned on 

Twitter once a minute on 
average

Optimise
• Increase conversion of 

registered users syncing 
accounts with FB & Twitter



2. widgets

Build

• Mixcloud embeddable player for 
blogs, websites, MySpace

• Active PR strategy to service 
bloggers & drive embeds

Track

• Widgets appearing on many high 
profile blogs/websites

• Over 7% of site traffic from 
widgets

• 40% of widgets appearing on 
MySpace

Optimise
• More flexibility - e.g. multiple 

Cloudcasts
• Take MySpace more seriously!



3. friend finder + contact importer

Build
• Connect with email address book

• Find friends on Mixcloud
• Invite friends to join 

Track
• Just under 2% of registered users have invited their friends
• Email invites count for 0.8% traffic to site

Optimise
• Better calls to action on site + clearer benefits
• Optimise email copy



conversion funnel

visitor

registered user

integrate w/ Twitter 
+ FB

invite friends

18%

<20%

10%



Qs to think about

What is your “social object”?

How can you convert your users -> marketers?

What is the conversion funnel for your business?

How can you measure and optimize it?

What is your social media / community management strategy?
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v. revenue



ad revenue

0

25

50

75

100

Ad Networks

Direct sales

Direct sales

Self serve

Focus:

• Increase inventory
!Grow audience

• Increase yield
!OpenX

• Optimise inventory
!Sell through rate

• Support new formats
!E.g. integratedScaleable



current brand partners

Music/Events Tech/Mobile Consumer



nikhil@mixcloud.com
@nikhilshah
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